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Colour codes in the map refer to the sub-conflict diagram, left

**MARCH IN NUMBERS**

- **875** Civilian casualties (SOHR March)
- **63,072** Civilian casualties since start of crisis (SOHR)
- **4.8** million People in need in hard-to-reach areas (OCHA 04/2015)
- **440,000** People in need in 14 besieged locations (OCHA 04/2015)
- **809** Airstrikes 779 SAF, 30 Coalition (SOHR March)
- **871** Barrel Bomb attacks (SOHR March)

**CIVILIAN DEATHS (SOHR)**

**5 MARCH**
SAF air attacks kill 33 civilians in Aleppo city and rural Idlib; 12 die in detention in Hama.

**20 MARCH**
Bomb attacks targeting Newroz celebrations in Hama kill 53 civilians, including 20 children.

**31 MARCH**
SAF airstrikes/shelling kill 34 civilians in Idlib city; a car bomb kills 14 in Al-Jiza, Dar’a.

**30 MARCH**
45 civilians, including two children, killed by IS in Al-Mab’ouja village, Hama.
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